French Local Literature Module for Embase®

With recent European Medicines Agency (EMA) regulatory requirements on monitoring local-language literature, getting access to non-English materials is more important than ever. The trick is providing access that's efficient, cost-effective and gives you the safety and adverse drug reaction information you need to improve your business.

This new add-on module to traditional Embase streamlines the screening and monitoring process of French-language full-text and bibliographic literature. Identify, monitor, track and report key research all in one place. You'll save time and money, and compliance will be much more efficient. And with Ovid, you can search the module simultaneously with other resources!

Benefits of French Local Literature Module:
- Quickly search and document drug ADR information from French language sources
- Avoid wasting money on agencies for your literature monitoring research
- Free up time for more important pharmacovigilance activities; no need for manual monitoring!
- Ensure compliance with EMA and other regulatory requirements
- Increase oversight and transparency of literature screening efforts

Why French Local Literature Module on Ovid?
- Allows title/abstract searching in English and/or French
- Complete coverage of relevant journals—enjoy precise, automatic search and retrieval of drug and device names and more
- Records are fully indexed—using the Emtree thesaurus—which further reduces time you might spend on searching
- Embase-Ovid indexing with over 200 fields for search and display, including DOIs and full-text locations
- Fully integrated and searchable with the standard Embase module and other Ovid-subscribed resources
- Journal articles and records have built-in relevancy; all have been recommended by the EMA and industry players
- Searches can be saved, exported and shared to improve regular monitoring processes; search strategies and history are auditable
- Already have Embase at your institution? Expand your portfolio of integrated eResources!
Curated Content Set of Relevant French-Language Literature

The module features a growing list of more than 6,000 bibliographic records derived from approximately 100 French-language or French-English journals. Content is carefully selected for relevance and currency, and updated daily. You'll find links to the original French-language source. Indexing enhances precision by incorporating medical, drug and device terms; subheadings; trade and manufacture names; clinical trial number; and more.

Sophisticated Machine Translation

Articles are translated with human-aid machine translation. Monthly quality control assesses a random sample of 100 records, measuring for accuracy, relevance, consistency, clarity and style. Translated articles are then indexed in titles, abstracts, and author keywords.

Award-winning Support and Consultative Services

- Ovid’s award-winning support teams help implement tools into your library for the most optimized deployment, promotion, training, configuration, and customization.
- 24/7 support is available in over 20 different languages.

Expand your Embase subscription at minimal cost!
Contact sales@ovid.com for details on this local-language literature module.